One of Europe’s leading technical universities
Combining scientific and social impact and excellence.

Societal impact
- Strategic Partnerships
- Mobility between organisations
- Impact strategy KTH’s schools
- Fundraising
- Attraction to live and work in Stockholm and KTH

Academic impact
- Strategic recruitment of young talented faculty
- Sabbaticals
- Strategic partnerships with international universities
- Strong research constellations
- Infrastructures for research

Impact through collaboration - jb
Combining scientific and social impact and excellence.

KTHs Impact work
- Forward-looking
- Impact through collaboration
- Integrated in research and education

Model Impact 3C Leading Impact
1. CREATE
2. CAPTURE
3. COMMUNICATE

Proactive knowledge valorisation

Impact Launch Leaders

Work process WP2 Impact Launch Leaders

Execution HT2016.VT2016
- Training
- Action plans at schools
- Goals and KPIs
- Preparation school contracts
- Follow up methods

Preparation VT2015
- Follow up
- Analyses
- Recommendations
- Preparations for next development plan
- Adapting and recommendations HT2016

Thank you for your attention!

Johan Blaus
johbla@kth.se